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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1331: Ghost Dao Hundred Runes! 

“T-Two-star evil spirit?” 

The faces of Chang Liang and the others suddenly changed, their gazes looking at that man in great 

terror. 

Although legends had it that there was a Two-star evil spirit existing in this Yin Wind Den, no one had 

ever seen it before. 

They never dreamed that this man in front of them who was no different from a human was actually the 

Two-star evil spirit! 

Less than one in ten thousand ordinary Two-star evil spirits were able to unlock intelligence. 

What they had was just instinctive devouring. 

Toward such a Two-star evil spirit, Dustless was really powerless to do anything. Because they could only 

slaughter instinctively. 

But even Dustless also did not expect that the Two-star evil spirit in this Ghost King Cave actually gave 

birth to intelligence. 

The man did not deny it either but said, “There is ... an aura that makes me very wary on you!” 

Actually, Ye Yuan was also very surprised. He also thought that evil spirits were all that sort of neither 

human nor ghost appearance; malicious-looking. 

He did not think that Two-star evil spirits actually turned out to be like this. 

Moreover, the other party’s perception seemed to be very keen. 

Chang Liang’s pupils constricted, looking at Ye Yuan with a face full of terror. 

He simply did not dare to believe that a Two-star evil spirit would actually say such words! 

One could say that if a Two-star evil spirit wanted to kill them, it just needed to move a finger, and it 

would be enough. 

But facing the Ye Yuan who was only initial-stage Grotto Profound, he was actually so apprehensive! 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Middle-stage Two-star, strength isn’t bad! I didn’t expect that your intelligence 

can unlock to this extent. That saved me a bout of trouble.” 

Chang Liang was shuddering with fear, listening by the side, wishing to turn tail and run. 

This Ye Yuan was too crazy! 

That was a Two-star evil spirit, Ye Yuan actually dared to talk like this. 

Hang on, middle-stage Two-star? 
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Chang Liang felt incomparably flustered, what the hell was this?! 

Within the Grotto Profound Realm, a minor realm was a layer of heaven. Then Heaven Glimpse Realm 

was naturally even more so! 

The disparity between initial-stage and middle-stage was even greater! 

Also, how did Ye Yuan able to tell that the other party was a Two-star evil spirit? 

The amount of information was too great. The five of them brothers felt somewhat unable to digest. 

But the man said, “How do you know ... I won’t make a move against you? You’re ... too weak!” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “If your intelligence isn’t unlocked yet, then forget it. Naturally we can’t 

dispense with a fierce battle between us. But since your intelligence is already unlocked, then you don’t 

have to a move against this young master.” 

Ye Yuan said it very assuredly and did not take the man’s threat to heart at all. 

For him to dare say so, it was naturally because there was Dustless, this great divinity, there. 

The might of an empyrean spirit treasure, ordinary people could not imagine it at all. 

Even though Dustless was a tiger that landed in the plains now, for the other party to want to kill Ye 

Yuan, it was likely really not so easy. 

The man smiled and said, “Your esteemed self is too confident! For me to kill you is merely the effort of 

lifting a finger!” 

Finished talking, a terrifying Yin energy was suddenly released, locking onto Ye Yuan firmly. 

It was just that, Ye Yuan did not feel anything, but Chang Liang five people were virtually frozen stiff 

already. 

They discovered to their dismay that they could not even move a finger anymore. 

This Two-star evil spirit had yet to make a move, and they already fell down! 

A surge of faintly imperceptible aura enveloped Ye Yuan up. 

The Yin wind automatically divided when it arrived in front of Ye Yuan, blowing past towards the two 

sides. 

The man’s pupils shrunk. Only then did he ascertain that Ye Yuan was indeed not simple! 

Ye Yuan said with a faint smile, “Don’t do this kind of pointless probing anymore. It’s no use. This young 

master gives you a chance. Sign a Heavenly Dao Contract and serve me as your master. This young 

master gifts you a lucky chance!” 

While talking, Ye Yuan came before Chang Liang five people, extended a finger, and lightly tapped on the 

five of their foreheads. 

A burst of faint soul force undulation flowed out from his fingertips, instantly spreading through the five 

of their bodies. 



The five people trembled all over. That stiff feeling of being frozen to the bones instantly vanished 

without a trace. 

However, what they were shocked by was not this, but the words that Ye Yuan said! 

These words were too earth-shattering, resulting in that even though the five people were able to move, 

they still opened their mouths wide, looking at Ye Yuan blankly. 

What did he say earlier? 

Make a Two-star evil spirit that unlocked intelligence serve him as Master? His Excellency ... he wouldn’t 

have eaten the wrong medicine, right? 

The man was also stupefied and immediately laughed in spite of himself and said, “What a joke! An 

initial-stage Grotto Profound youth actually dares to spout this kind of drivel! Is your esteemed self 

provoking my bottom line?” 

The rankings of the martial artist world were stringent. Ye Yuan’s realm was too low, saying these words 

was a great disrespect. 

Even if they had no ill-feelings or enmity, just based on this sentence, the other party had sufficient 

reason to kill already. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and suddenly extended a finger, drawing something in the air. 

Chang Liang and the rest were uncertain what it meant, completely unaware of what strange ideas Ye 

Yuan was mystifying. 

It looked like some sort of talismans. 

He could not help looking in the direction of the man and discovered that the expression on the man’s 

face was currently changing from disdain to thunderstruck, and finally, wild ecstasy! 

Only then did they know that these incomprehensible talismans that Ye Yuan drew were very 

extraordinary. 

“Ghost Dao Hundred Runes! What ... What you drew was the Ghost Dao Hundred Runes!” The man’s 

words were full of shock. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Huhu, it looks like you recognize the Ghost Dao Hundred Runes, it saves this 

young master his breath.” 

The man trembled all over and said in disbelief, “You ... How can you, a human, possibly know the Ghost 

Dao Hundred Runes?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “How this young master knows, don’t need you to be concerned with. You just say 

whether you’re willing to follow this young master or not. Don’t have any strange ideas, you only have 

one chance.” 

The man’s gaze turned intent, a look of struggle surfacing on his face. 

Ye Yuan’s warning made him become very conflicted. 



To an evil spirit, for them to be able to leach within a martial artist’s body, it was equivalent to seizing 

possession, but also not the same as seizing possession. 

Because they were an independent body and did not need to rely on the fleshy body to survive. 

The strange idea that Ye Yuan said was actually referring to this. 

What flashed across at the first moment just now was indeed this thought. 

But Ye Yuan’s words shattered his fantasy into smithereens. 

If it were others, he would seize possession without the slightest hesitation and forcefully plunder the 

other party’s memories. 

But Ye Yuan was unusual. 

From the very beginning, Ye Yuan gave him a very dangerous feeling. 

The aura that the Soul Suppressing Pearl faintly revealed made him extremely wary. 

At one side, Chang Liang five people did not even dare to breathe loudly. They were quietly waiting for 

the man’s decision. 

They never dreamed that Ye Yuan’s words were actually really going to subdue a Two-star evil spirit! 

At least, the other party was moved! 

This lord was really becoming more and more mysterious. Just what kind of existence was he? 

Alchemy strength was exceedingly terrifying, Martial Dao’s strength unfathomable. Now, he was 

actually going to subdue a Two-star evil spirit. 

Chang Liang felt that this world was really too crazy. 

Everything he had seen and heard today was simply even more exciting that his lifetime experiences 

added up. 

Time slowly trickled by, and the expression on the man’s face flickered incessantly. 

Ye Yuan did not urge either, just quietly waiting for the other party’s answer. 

He had full confidence that the other party definitely could not resist the temptation of the Ghost Dao 

Hundred Runes. 

“Alright then, I promise you!” Finally, the man opened his mouth and surrendered. 
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Chapter 1332: Casually Trampling 

The moment the contract happened, an inexplicable connection was established between Ye Yuan and 

the man. 

“Gui Yun has met Master!” said the Two-star evil spirit in submission. 
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Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “En, the function of the Ghost Dao Hundred Runes, I believe there’s 

no need for me to say anymore. You just work for this young master contentedly, and I’ll slowly impart 

them to you. If you can comprehend fully, becoming a Ghost Dao Heavenly Emperor isn’t impossible 

either!” 

Gui Yun revealed a look of great elation and hurriedly said, “Gui Yun thanks Master!” 

“Alright, I’ll take you into my carry-on space right now. You don’t resist it,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Having some spatial-type magic treasure on a Deity Realm powerhouse was very normal. It was not to 

the extent of making Chang Liang and the rest overly surprised. 

Gui Yun did not feel anything off as well. It was just that when his figure appeared in the Soul 

Suppressing Space, he immediately felt the extraordinariness! 

When he saw Dustless, that feeling of beholding a great mountain appeared uncontrollably. 

“Huhu, little ghost, your luck is pretty good! To be able to give birth to intelligence when at Two-star, 

and even ran into this old man, perhaps you’ll be the next Ghost Dao Heavenly Emperor!” Dustless said 

with a smile. 

The dignified Two-star evil spirit became a little ghost when it reached Dustless’s mouth. 

“S-Senior, you are?” Gui Yun said carefully. 

Dustless smiled and said, “This old man is Dustless, same as you, serving Ye Yuan as my master!” 

Gui Yun suddenly discovered that his apprehension toward Ye Yuan probably originated from this old 

man. 

“Senior Dustless, what is this place? Why do I feel that this place is very unusual?” Gui Yun said. 

“This place is the inner-space of an empyrean spirit treasure, this old man is this place’s artifact spirit. In 

the future, you’ll live here together with this old man. As long as Ye Yuan allows it, this old man will 

naturally impart you the Ghost Dao Hundred Runes!” Dustless said. 

Gui Yun’s mind buzzed as if being struck by a bolt of lightning, turning blank. 

“S-Senior, you ... you’re saying that ... this place is ... an empyrean spirit treasure?” Gui Yun’s tongue 

could not even be straightened when speaking. 

The astonishment that Dustless’s words brought him was seriously too intense. 

This news was even more shocking that the Ghost Dao Hundred Runes! 

Empyrean spirit treasure, with Gui Yun’s realm, he was totally unable to imagine this level of existence. 

At this moment, he was incomparably thrilled that he did not carry out seizing possession on Ye Yuan. 

Otherwise, he would really not even know how he died. 

If he carried out an attack against Ye Yuan’s physical body, Dustless would really be powerless to do 

anything. 



But if he dared to seize possession of Ye Yuan, entering Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, then it was no 

different from seeking death. 

No wonder Ye Yuan said he would only give him one chance. He really did not bluff him. 

“That’s right, it’s an empyrean spirit treasure. Moreover, it’s a divine soul-type empyrean spirit treasure! 

Little Ghost, that’s why I said that you’re very lucky. If this old man’s strength recovers a little more, I 

probably won’t take fancy on you anymore! Even if you wanted to be Ye Yuan’s servant, there wouldn’t 

be a chance either,” Dustless said. 

Two-star evil spirits were really just a little ghost in Dustless’s eyes. 

If not because he was a tiger that descended onto the plains presently, how could he take fancy on this 

kind of rookie? 

But Dustless’s one sentence made Gui Yun nervous. 

His current strength was much higher than his master’s. But if his master’s strength advanced in the 

future and had no more use for him, would he kill the donkey the moment it had done its job? 

Dustless clearly saw through his concerns and said with a smile, “You can put your heart back in place. 

Ye kiddo values ties of comradeship immensely. As long as you work diligently for him, even if he enters 

the rankings of Heavenly Emperor in the future, he won’t do anything to you either. He would even help 

you break through to the realm of Heavenly Emperor! You won’t believe it even if I say anymore. You 

follow him, and in the future, you’ll naturally know. Now, this old man will impart you the first Ghost 

Dao Hundred Runes!” 

Ghost Dao Hundred Runes was a transcendent art for cultivating the Ghost Dao. 

As the name implied, Ghost Dao Hundred Runes was a hundred runes! 

These 100 runes contained the transcendent Ghost Dao Hundred Runes of Ghost Dao, exceedingly 

extensive and profound. 

Legends had it that as long as one comprehended these 100 runes completely, they would be able to 

achieve the Ghost Dao Transcendent Heavenly Emperor, looking down upon the world! 

This appeal to Gui Yun was seriously too strong. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was one of the Heavenspan World’s extremely powerful 

alchemists. He researched the divine soul Dao in detail. 

This Ghost Dao Hundred Runes was obtained from a Ghost Dao empyrean, which he killed in the past. 

The research was also very thorough. 

With Dustless’s strength, teaching Gui Yun was naturally nothing difficult. 

... 

At the outside world, Chang Liang five people were utterly dumbfounded. 

The events did not develop in the direction that they expected at all. The result made their jaws drop. 



That was a Two-star evil spirit, an existence that could casually eradicate them with a twitch of a finger. 

It was actually subdued just like this? 

When they knew that Gui Yun was a Two-star evil spirit, they even thought that they were dead for sure 

this time. They did not expect that the final result reversed too quickly. 

This Two-star evil spirit actually became Ye Yuan’s servant! 

“Your ... Your Excellency, what was that you drew? Why did that Two-star evil spirit serve you as his 

servant the moment he saw it?” Chang Liang plucked up his courage and asked. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “You also won’t understand if I said it. That’s the thing that Ghost Dao 

powerhouses cultivate. You just have to know that me taking him in is giving him a lucky chance, that’s 

it. Since it’s a fortuitous chance, what reason does he have to not serve me, becoming his master?” 

Chang Liang five people sighed from the bottom of their hearts and said, “Your Excellency, you’re really 

too formidable! The five of us brothers are convinced!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Stop flattering! Weren’t you all going to personally kill Wang Yutao? How you 

want to trample him now is up to you!” 

Chang Liang five people trembled all over, their gazes revealing a look of wild elation. 

Yeah, with a Two-star evil spirit by their side, this Yin Wind Den, they could roam as they pleased. 

What did a mere Wang Yutao count as? 

Thud! 

Chang Liang five people knelt down collectively, and Chang Liang said, “Your Excellency taking revenge 

for the five of us, the five of our rotten lives will be sold to Your Excellency!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Get up, the Wang Family and I have already reached the point of irreconcilability. 

Even if not helping you all take revenge, Wang Yutao must die as well!’ 

... 

“Second Brother, if they don’t come out, could it be that we’re really going to guard here for a year?” 

Wang Yugan asked. 

Even with their strength, they also felt very uncomfortable in this place where Yin wind blew all year 

round. 

Wang Yutao said solemnly, “Otherwise, what can we do still? No idea what kind of heretic skill that punk 

cultivated either, to actually be able to control evil spirits! Really damn it! No wonder he wanted to 

enter the Yin Wind Den at all costs. It was probably in order to cultivate the heretic skill!” 

Wang Yugan thought about it and said, “Second Brother, why not ... invite Big Brother here! I feel that 

this kid is extremely abnormal. Continuing to guard like this isn’t the way!” 



Wang Yugan’s suggestion made him very moved. But he shook his head again very quickly and said, 

“What kind of face do we have to go and meet Big Brother with our current appearance? Not killing that 

punk, it’s hard to dispel the hatred in my heart!” 

“Oh? Second Elder wants to kill me so much? I wonder how this Ye provoked Second Elder, to make you 

detest me like so!” Right at this time, Ye Yuan’s voice echoed in the cave. 

“Ye Yuan!” 

Wang Yutao and Wang Yugan suddenly stood up, their gaze filled with killing intent! 
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Chapter 1333: Actually, We Did It on Purpose! 

Ye Yuan’s sudden appearance caught Wang Yutao duo by surprise. 

But very soon, their figures moved swiftly, directly cutting off Ye Yuan’s retreat. 

Ye Yuan’s smiled faintly. He did not speak, allowing them to act. 

“Don’t be so nervous, relax a bit,” Ye Yuan said with a faint smile. 

Wang Yutao’s expression turned cold, and he said, “Brat, you’re really gutsy, to actually dare come out 

and court death! You killed 11 of my Wang Family’s elites. Today, we’ll settle this score properly!” 

Seeing Ye Yuan, Wang Yutao’s anger reached the limit all at once. 

Currently, he wished to swallow Ye Yuan’s flesh raw. 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said with a smile, “Your Wang Family chased this Ye from Jewelhill 

City to the Yin Wind Den. Could it be that ... you still don’t allow me to fight back?” 

Wang Yutao snorted coldly and said, “Want to blame, you will have to blame yourself, and that you 

shouldn’t have opposed my Wang Family! This world is the world of the strong! If I want you dead, you 

have no choice but to die!” 

Ye Yuan laughed. Chang Liang and the others behind him also laughed. 

Wang Yutao’s face turned black, being deeply triggered by the few people’s laughter. 

“You laughed? I hope that you all can still laugh in a while! This old man will let you know what’s called a 

fate worse than death! Yugan, do it!” 

Wang Yutao shouted coldly, rushing towards Ye Yuan with Wang Yugan one after the other. 

Two mighty grand completion Grotto Profound experts making a move at the same time, that aura was 

truly astonishing. 

But right at this time, an even more terrifying aura emanated from Ye Yuan’s body. 

A piercing cold Yin wind stirred. Even those as powerful as Wang Yutao and Wang Yugan were also 

virtually frozen by this gust of Yin wind. 
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The other Wang Family members’ strengths were lacking. How could they withstand such Yin wind? 

Their divine souls were directly scattered to the wind! 

Slam! 

Slam! 

Wang Yutao and Wang Yugan fell straight down from midair, slamming severely onto the ground. 

The two people opened their eyes wide, their eyes full of disbelief. 

How could such a terrifying Yin wind emit from Ye Yuan’s body? 

They only felt like their divine souls were about to be frozen at this time. This gust of Yin wind was too 

powerful! 

Seeing Ye Yuan approach step by step, Wang Yugan panicked inwardly. 

He struggled, wanting to get up. But his entire body was blown numb by the Yin wind. How could he 

muster up the strength in a short while? 

“You ... What do you want to do?” Wang Yugan said fearfully. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned cold and he said coldly, “Do what? Huhu, what this young master is going to do, 

you should be even clearer than me, right? Rest assured, this young master won’t kill you right now. 

How to deal with you, Luo Jian has the final say.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan attacked like lightning, directly sealing Wang Yugan’s divine essence and 

hauling him up like holding up a dead dog. 

“The numbing effects of the Yin wind can last for roughly an hour. Act faster and catch up earlier,” Ye 

Yuan said with Chang Liang. 

Chang Liang cupped his fists and said with a bow, “Yes, Your Excellency! When us brothers finish venting 

this frustration, we’ll catch up!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head, his figure moving, vanishing before the few people’s eyes. 

Chang Liang five people looked at the dead dog-like Wang Yutao, incomparably pleased in their hearts. 

“Wang Yutao, you were so awe-inspiring earlier! But now, if I want you dead, you have no choice but to 

die! Hahaha ...” 

Chang Liang mimicked Wang Yutao’s words earlier, truly ironic to the max. 

A moment ago, Wang Yutao was still awe-inspiring. A moment later, he became a dead dog. 

Furthermore, saying this kind of words in front of Ye Yuan was simply ridiculous. 

Wang Yutao was unable to move all over. But his expression was ugly to the extreme. 

He had not figured out until now what in the world happened. 

Why would such a horrifying Yin wind emit from Ye Yuan’s body? 



“Wang Yutao, didn’t you want to kill us brothers? Get up!” Number Two said with a cold smile. 

Puchi! 

Number four’s blade stabbed into Wang Yutao’s heart without the least bit of hesitation. 

“When you killed Number Three and Number Seven, you definitely didn’t think that retribution came so 

quickly, right?” Number Four gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

To a Deity Realm powerhouse, puncturing the heart would not be fatal. But that heart-gouging pain shot 

straight up to his head, making him anguished until he wished to die. 

Puchi! 

Another blade, Number Five directly chopped off one of Wang Yutao’s palm. 

“Just the likes of you are also fit to raise a hue with Lord Ye Yuan? I ask you to raise a hue, ask you to 

raise a hue!” Number Five said with a hideous grin. 

“Ahh! Ahh!” 

A series of miserable screams lingered on in the air. Chang Liang five people’s torture made him hover 

between life and death. 

Chang Liang five people were not some guys who had not seen the world before. They had mingled 

among the bottom level martial artists all year round. Disregarding cruel and merciless, the methods of 

torturing people sprung up in endless variations too. 

They were nice to their brothers. But toward enemies, they absolutely would not show mercy. 

The deaths of Number Three and Number Seven made them hate Wang Yutao to the bones! 

“C-Chang Liang, aren’t you all afraid of the Wang Family’s revenge for daring to treat this old man like 

this?” Wang Yutao endured the intense pain and shouted. 

Chang Liang five people were thrilled the moment they heard and laughed mockingly as they 

said, “Aiyo, brothers, this old fart is threatening us right now, what do you think we should do? I’m so 

scared, are you all scared or not?” 

“Scared! I’m really scared of death! Big Brother, why don’t we help this old fogey up and beg him for 

mercy?” Number Six said. 

Chang Liang chuckled and said, “Yeah, Second Elder, spare the few of us brothers, alright? I know that 

we were wrong! Pffft!” 

Chang Liang laughed as he stabbed Wang Yutao again. 

Wang Yutao’s face was green with pain. He gasped for air as he said, “D-Don’t you guys forget, the Wang 

Family still has ... still has my elder brother!” 

Chang Liang smiled coldly and said, “Using Wang Yuxiang that old fart to come and scare your 

father? Mm? Let you be scared of your father! Let you be scared of your father!” 



The five brothers slashed one after another. Before long, they poked Wang Yutao into a sieve. 

Their blows were very appropriate, making Wang Yutao agonized to the point of wishing for death, but 

all these did not take his life. 

Under the five of their torture, Wang Yutao was almost breaking down. 

He seriously could not figure out where these few people got the confidence to actually not even place 

Big Brother Wang Yuxian in their sights! 

His elder brother, Wang Yuxian, was an initial-stage Heaven Glimpse powerhouse. 

In this Jewelhill City, that was a top of the class existence. Even Yang Rui did not dare to make light of 

him too! 

These few barbarians actually did not take him seriously! 

Not only did they make light of him, but also when he mentioned his elder brother, those few guys also 

became aggravated instead. 

Time passed,and in a twinkle, an hour’s time was almost up. 

Wang Yutao suddenly felt his body gradually recover a bit of strength. 

This discovery made him inexplicably thrilled. Because he noticed that Chang Liang and the rest only 

cared about tormenting him and had forgotten about the time. 

As long as he waited a while more, in a short while, their doomsday would be here! 

He was praying, praying that Chang Liang and the rest really forgot the time. 

“Have you recovered some strength? Do you ... feel that there’s still a hint of hope? Are you ... thinking 

of how to sentence us to death? Huhu, your father will tell you very responsibly, you’re thinking too 

much! Actually, we did it on purpose! Hahaha ...” 

Chang Liang’s voice was like a devil, shattering the last glimmer of Wang Yutao’s hope. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1334: Wang Family Grievous News 

Thud! 

Wang Yugan’s body fell onto the ground heavily, kicking up a cloud of dust. 

“Wang Yugan! Ye Yuan, this … What’s going on here?” 

When Luo Jian saw the dead dog-like Wang Yugan, a look of shock was written all over his face. 

With Ye Yuan’s strength, how could he possibly turn Wang Yugan into this manner? 

But the reality happened before his eyes. It was not up to him to not believe. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “You don’t need to bother with what happened. I brought this guy to you to 

deal with. Want to kill or dismember, it’s up to you.” 
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Luo Jian looked at Ye Yuan as if he did not recognize the latter. 

Still being at the initial-stage Grotto Profound, Ye Yuan’s realm did not have the slightest hint of change. 

However, how in the world did he do it? 

“S-Spare me! Ye … Ye Yuan, it … it was all this old man’s fault! This old man apologizes to you and Luo 

Jian! As long as you let this old man off, this old man is willing to pay any price!’ Wang Yugan said feebly. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I said just now, everything is up to Brother Luo to decide. If he’s willing to let you 

go, I have no objections either.” 

The one who narrowly escaped death was Luo Jian, Ye Yuan would not make the decision on his behalf. 

The reason why he brought Wang Yugan here was in order to let Luo Jian vent his frustrations. 

Luo Jian was not a soft-hearted person. He would definitely kill this fellow. 

“Luo …” 

He had yet to start pleading for mercy when a streak of cold light flashed past. 

A powerful divine essence directly destroyed his life force. 

The high and mighty Wang Yugan died just like this. 

Luo Jian could not be bothered to be long-winded with him at all. With his personality, he would not be 

long-winded with the other party either. 

“So much crap! This guy was still hoping for me to let him go? Really foolish!” Luo Jian said disdainfully. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “When people reach a hopeless situation, they always 

hope to live on.” 

“If it were me, I definitely wouldn’t plead to live disgracefully!” Luo Jian said coolly. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “How is it? Vented your anger yet?” 

Luo Jian nodded and said, “Thoughts are running smoothly, vented the anger! Ye Yuan, how in the world 

did you do it?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I can tell you, but you must help me keep the secret! Even the Tower Lord 

can’t be told, can you do it?” 

Luo Jian’s expression choked up, and he shook his head and said, “Can’t do it! Forget it, you’d better not 

say. You, kid, are really a freak, made me worry for nothing!” 

Luo Jian was very broad-minded though. But it was also precisely because of this that Ye Yuan regarded 

him even higher. 

Ye Yuan could naturally perceive that Luo Jian very much wanted to know what in the world happened. 

But he did not wish to hide from Yang Rui too. Hence, he forcefully endured asking. 



As for Ye Yuan, he naturally did not have the need to hide from Luo Jian. It was just that he knew Luo 

Jian’s temperament, that was why he did not tell him. 

After all, the current Gui Yun was Ye Yuan’s greatest trump card. 

“Oh, right, Wang Yutao and Wang Yumin both came. Where are they? They wouldn’t also have …” Luo 

Jian suddenly remembered something and asked Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Wang Yumin has already been killed by me. As for Wang Yutao, he must be 

savoring it greatly right now.” 

Luo Jian’s expression changed several times, and he said huffily, “You, this guy, are really a freak!” 

Before long, Chang Liang five people rushed over, directly kneeling down in unison when he saw Ye 

Yuan. 

“Many thanks to Your Excellency for granting the wish, letting us take revenge for Number Three and 

Number Seven! From this day forth, the five of our lives will be sold to Your Excellency! If Your 

Excellency wants us to head east, we absolutely won’t head west; if Your Excellency wants our lives, us 

brothers absolutely won’t bat an eyelid!” Chang Liang said. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “What would I want your lives for? You all take these medicinal pills, go back and 

cultivate well.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan casually threw a small bottle to Chang Liang. 

Chang Liang received it and took a look, and involuntarily shuddered all over, crying out in shock, “Your 

Excellency, this … this is too precious! We can’t accept it!” 

Inside the small bottle was actually divine-grade Divine Essence Pills! 

This kind of thing was originally a priceless item in Jewelhill City. Having money could not buy it either. 

Ye Yuan’s opening move was 10 pills! 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Just a few medicinal pills, it’s not a big deal. Number three and number seven being 

killed was caused by me in the end. These medicinal pills, just take it as compensation for you all.” 

Chang Liang and the rest felt even more inexplicably grateful. He had already been stuck at middle-stage 

Grotto Profound for many years and kept failing to break through. 

With this divine-grade Divine Essence Pill, his breakthrough to late-stage Grotto Profound was already 

something that happened without extra effort. 

Not just him, these few brothers of his, by relying on these divine-grade Divine Essence Pills, they would 

definitely have a huge advancement too. 

“Thank you very much, Your Excellency!” Chang Liang five people were really on all fours in admiration 

towards Ye Yuan this time. 

… 

“What did you say? Say it again!” 



At the Wang Family’s residence, Wang Lingbo suddenly stood up. He was yelling at a junior managing 

the ancestral temple. 

“Family Head, Second Elder, Third Elder, Fourth Elder, as well as the Wang Family elites who were 

brought out this time, their soul lamps are all extinguished!’ The junior was grief-stricken as if bereaved 

of his parents. 

The so-called soul lamp was lit with a trace of a martial artist’s soul force, which could reflect the 

survival status of the martial artist. 

Once the soul lamp extinguished, the martial artist was either dead or trapped in some dangerous place. 

“How is this possible! The three elders are all grand completion Grotto Profound powerhouses! Who in 

this Jewelhill City can eradicate all of them in one go!” Wang Lingbo’s entire body trembled as he said. 

That junior said with a mournful face: “Family Head, I also suspected that I saw wrongly at first. But I 

checked several times, their soul lamps are indeed all extinguished!” 

Wang Lingbo plopped his bottom back down, his entire person seemed to have lost his soul. 

These three great elders were the Wang Family’s backbone strength! 

Once they died, the blow to the Wang Family was seriously too great. 

There was even a possibility that the Wang Family would never recover from this setback henceforth! 

They were to hunt down Ye Yuan. Could it be that … they all died in Ye Yuan’s hands? 

But how was this possible? 

Ye Yuan was just an initial-stage Grotto Profound rookie. Even if he had Luo Jian protecting, it was also 

not possible to make the three great elders perish at the same time, right? 

Wang Lingbo could not figure out after racking his brains! 

After a long time, he said to the junior despondently, “I got it! This matter must be kept secret! If you 

dare to leak a word, family punishment awaits!” 

The junior hurriedly voiced his assent and took his leave. 

Wang Lingbo maintained that sitting posture, sitting the whole night. 

Ever since he received the position of family head from Wang Yuxian, it could be said to have been 

limitless glory. 

In the past, there had never been a moment where he was so helpless like now! 

Finally, at dawn, a haggard-looking Wang Lingbo got up and slowly walked into a secret underground 

room that was. 

“Father!” Wang Lingbo shouted using a dry voice. 

Before long, an aged voice came from inside the secret room, “It’s Lingbo huh? Why? Encountered some 

issues?” 



Wang Lingbo opened his mouth and really did not know how to speak up. 

“Mm? This isn’t like your style! Could it be that this time, it was Yang Rui who personally took action?” 

said the old man. 

After a long silence, Wang Lingbo finally plucked up his courage and used a close to teary voice and said, 

“Father, Second Uncle, Third Uncle, and Fourth Uncle, they all … they all might have already fallen!” 

Boom! 

The secret room’s door directly exploded. A gust of strong wind blew out from inside. 
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Chapter 1335: Revealing True Colors 

Late at night, a figure suddenly staggered into the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

But when Hong Yin saw this figure, she was taken aback with fright. 

It was only to see that this figure was covered in blood from top to bottom. It was as if he was hauled 

out from a blood pool, looking incomparably grim. 

“Luo Jian, what … what’s with you? Where’s Sir Ye?” 

Hong Yin recognized the arrival and hurriedly forward and helped him up. 

This figure was none other than precisely Luo Jian! 

“Q-Quickly help me to go and meet the tower lord!” Luo Jian gasped. 

“Oh, I’ll help you over right now!” Hong Yin said. 

Right at this time, Feng Ping flashed out from the inner-hall and exclaimed, “Luo Jian, why have you 

suffered such serious injuries? Quickly come in, I’ll treat it for you!” 

Luo Jian’s face was deathly pale. Seeing Feng Ping, he said weakly, “Many thanks for Elder Feng’s good 

intentions, but the matter is urgent. My injuries, best treat it afterward!” 

Feng Ping’s expression changed, and he said, “Luo Jian, what in the world happened? Weren’t you 

escorting Ye Yuan into the Yin Wind Den? Where is he?” 

Luo Jian said, “The Wang Family sent out three elders to hunt us down, surrounding us at the Yin Wind 

Den! Fortunately, Ye Yuan had methods to control evil spirits. That was how he helped me to charge out 

of the heavy encirclement, making me return to seek help! The Wang Family pursued Ye Yuan into the 

Yin Wind Den’s interior and I lost contact with him. I rushed back without stopping once to ask Tower 

Lord for help!” 

Feng Ping’s expression changed drastically, and he said, “This … This matter, only the few of us know! So 

how did the Wang Family get the intel?” 

Luo Jian shook his head and said, “Don’t know! Now isn’t the time to look into this matter. Continue to 

drag on, Ye Yuan will likely be a goner! Hong Yin, quickly help me to go see Tower Lord!” 
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Hong Yin was also worried about Ye Yuan’s safety and hurriedly helped Luo Jian in. 

After the two people left, the expression on Feng Ping’s face changed several times. Finally, he gritted 

his teeth and dashed out of the Myriad Treasure Tower, vanishing into the dark night. 

… 

“Ye Yuan is the Myriad Treasure Tower’s money tree now. Yang Rui definitely won’t look on with folded 

arms! Once he makes a move, the lives of those three elders of your Wang Family will be difficult to 

guarantee!” 

Inside the Wang Family’s study, Feng Ping’s words were clearly somewhat anxious. 

But his words gave Wang Lingbo hope! 

He revealed a look of pleasant surprise on his face and said, “Is this true? My second uncle they all are 

really still in the Yin Wind Den?” 

Feng Ping said urgently, “Why would I lie to you? Just earlier, Luo Jian returned to the Myriad Treasure 

Tower covered in blood. He already broke through to grand completion Grotto Profound. You think 

about it, apart from your Wang Family’s three elders, who can injure him until like that? There was no 

time for him to even treat his injuries, and he wanted to go and see Yang Rui! It can be seen how 

dangerous the situation is! I’m afraid that Yang Rui will beat you to it. So I come to inform you right 

away! You quickly get Lord Yuxiang to take action. Otherwise, the consequences are too ghastly to 

imagine!” 

This news was seriously too pleasantly surprising, sweeping Wang Lingbo’s depressed mood clean. 

Wang Lingbo hurriedly said, “Okay! You go back first, don’t arouse their suspicions! I’ll go and meet my 

father right now and invite his elderly self to take action! These two days, he didn’t have any appetite 

for food over Second Uncle and their matter.” 

Feng Ling nodded his head and hurriedly said, “Okay, I’ll return right away!” 

Not long after he left, a person rode a horse out of the Wang Family, swift as lightning, galloping over 

towards outside the city. 

After Feng Ping came out of the Wang Family, his entire person also heaved a sigh of relief. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan actually still had the ability to control evil spirits, and was actually able to 

withstand the besieging of three mighty grand completion Grotto Profound powerhouses. 

It looked like he really underestimated him. 

But with Wang Yuxian making a move, Ye Yuan definitely could not escape his doom this time. 

“Yo, it’s the evening now. Elder Feng still has the leisurely mood to come out for a stroll. How pleasant!” 

Feng Ping was currently pondering when a voice suddenly sounded out from behind him, making him 

jump in fright. 

Turning around to look, Feng Ping’s eyeballs popped out. 



“Ye Yuan, y-y-you … Why would you be here? Aren’t you … Aren’t …” 

The one talking was none other than precisely Ye Yuan! 

When Feng Ping saw Ye Yuan, he was shocked until he was stumbling over his words. 

Ye Yuan looked at Feng Ping with a smile that was not a smile and said smilingly, “Is Elder Feng trying to 

say, shouldn’t I be trapped at the Yin Wind Den currently? Why would I show up here?” 

Feng Ping said in surprise, “Y-Yeah! Didn’t Luo Jian say … Ah! It … It’s great that you’re fine! H-Haha.” 

Feng Ping’s reaction was fast too, hastily changing his tune. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Elder Feng, do you think … the injuries that this Ye did to Luo Jian was still 

passable? It seems like even you didn’t see through either!” 

Feng Ping’s expression changed, and he said in a grim voice, “You … What do you mean?” 

“Heh, what do I mean? This is nighttime. Elder Feng is coming out of the Myriad Treasure Tower’s sworn 

enemy’s residence. I wonder what’s the meaning of it?” Ye Yuan said with a cold sneer. 

Monstrous waves stirred up in Feng Ping’s heart. But he still harbored a hint of getting lucky and feigned 

ignorance and said, “I don’t know what you’re talking about! Which eye of yours saw me coming out of 

the Wang Family? Ye Yuan, you don’t make unfounded remarks!” 

“Make unfounded remarks? Heh, the ones who saw you come out from the Wang Family wasn’t just me 

alone!” Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Suddenly, several people appeared behind Ye Yuan. 

The one in the lead had an incredibly solemn demeanor. How could it be if not Yang Rui? 

Yang Rui’s appearance shattered the last trace of hope in Feng Ping’s heart. 

He finally understood that this play tonight was a total trap! 

Ye Yuan set up this trap in order to make him head to the Wang Family! 

And he waddled over just like that. 

Yang Rui looked at Feng Ping and said with a look of pain, “When Luo Jian told me this matter, I still 

didn’t believe it! Feng Ping! I, Yang Rui, examined my conscience and feel that I didn’t treat you shabbily. 

Why did you betray the Myriad Treasure Tower?” 

Feng Ping knew that there was zero chance of getting lucky today and said with a cold snort, “I didn’t 

betray the Myriad Treasure Tower, I just want this boy dead! With this boy around, I, Feng Ping, will 

never come a day where I raise my head up here in the future! The Myriad Treasure Tower can only 

have one chief alchemist, and that is me, Feng Ping!” 

Hearing these words, Yang Rui looked up at the sky and gave a long sigh, and he said, “Hence, you gave 

Ye Yuan’s intel to the Wang Family, and borrowed the Wang Family’s hands to kill Ye Yuan?” 



Feng Ping said in a solemn voice, “That’s right! The Myriad Treasure Tower, there’s no him if there’s me, 

no me if there’s him! Ever since this boy came to the Myriad Treasure Tower, have you looked me 

straight in the eye once?” 

Yang Rui was enraged until he gnashed his teeth in hatred and said solemnly, “You clearly know Ye 

Yuan’s importance to the Myriad Treasure Tower. How could you actually still do such a thing?!” 

Feng Ling smiled coldly and said, “So what? This boy’s origins are unknown, his identity uncertain. You 

all actually used such a guy and paid no heed to me! I’m doing this all for the sake of the Myriad 

Treasure Tower!” 

“Heh, for the sake of the Myriad Treasure Tower, so you even sold out your own bro? It’s fine if you 

betrayed me, but Luo Jian has fought alongside you for so many years. How could you bear it?” Ye Yuan 

said with a cold smile. 

“Those who accomplish great things doesn’t bother with trifles! Saying anymore is pointless. Before 

dying, I only wish to know, what in the world happened to those three old fellows from the Wang 

Family?” Feng Ping said. 

He was unresigned! 

He still did not believe until now that Ye Yuan could escape the Wang Family’s three great elders’ 

pursuit. 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said coolly, “All dead. The Wang Family sent out 16 people this time, 

and all of them are dead.” 
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Chapter 1336: Lesser Heavenspan Mountain! 

“Impossible! With your strength, how can you possibly be those three old fellows’ match? I don’t believe 

it!” 

Feng Ping’s gaze turned intent. Clearly, he did not believe Ye Yuan’s words. 

He was more inclined to believe that Ye Yuan escaped the three of their pursuits and fled back to 

Jewelhill City. 

Clearly, this explanation was much more reasonable. 

But Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “The reality is, I’m standing here right now, while their soul 

lamps are already extinguished, haven’t they? Wang Yuxiang will know whether the three of them were 

finished off or not if he goes to the Yin Wind Den to inquire.” 

Wang Yuxiang was destined to leave with hope and return full of disappointment. 

Messing with the Wang Family’s people if he had nothing to do was also pretty good. 

When talking up to here, Yang Rui also could not resist looking toward Ye Yuan, his gaze carrying some 

astonishment and confusion. 
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He also could not figure out how in the world Ye Yuan, an initial-stage Grotto Profound rookie, finished 

off those three great elders of the Wang Family. 

Those three people were all Grotto Profound Deity Realm’s peak powerhouses already. Under Heaven 

Glimpse, virtually no one was their match. 

Unless Ye Yuan had Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm strength, otherwise, it was very hard to dispose of all 

three of them. 

Moreover, they even brought a large group of the Wang Family’s experts. 

When he asked Luo Jian, Luo Jian was also vague and did not speak in detail. This made Yang Rui even 

more uncertain. 

In Yang Rui’s eyes, this guest alchemist became more and more mysterious. 

But what assured him was that Ye Yuan’s conduct drew a clear demarcation between whom or what to 

hate or love. 

Even under the situation where Luo Jian was heavily injured and dying, he did not escape alone either. 

Everyone said that time revealed a man’s heart. In these ten years, Ye Yuan’s actions and conduct were 

all in his sights. 

Since that was the case, then the more powerful Ye Yuan was, it was naturally not some bad thing for 

the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

“Sigh, Elder Feng, you and I have worked together for many years but didn’t expect that … there would 

actually come such a day!” Yang Rui heaved a sigh and said. 

Feng Ping snorted coldly and said, “Yeah! I slogged for the Myriad Treasure Tower all my life, but I didn’t 

think that what it exchanged for was this conclusion! Only see the newcomers smile, but don’t hear the 

old-timers cry! Heh heh.” 

“Why does Elder Feng say this? Even though this tower lord puts Ye Yuan in an important position, I 

touched my heart and feel that I didn’t neglect you, right? Regardless of whether it is spirit medicines or 

salary, the Myriad Treasure Tower has never owed you before!” Yang Rui said. 

“Humph! Now that it came to this, no need to say anymore! Want to kill or dismember, it’s up to your 

preference!” Feng Ping snorted coldly and said. 

When Yang Rui saw that Feng Ping refused to listen to reason, he could not resist letting out a long sigh. 

He also did not expect that, in the end, it would actually end up with such a conclusion. 

Yang Rui heaved a sigh and said, “Luo Jian!” 

Luo Jian received the order, his figure shooting out like a ghost. 

“Ahh! Yang Rui, you … you’ll die a horrible death!” Feng Ping cried out miserably. 

Yang Rui still did not kill Feng Ping in the end, but wasted his divine sea, making him become a cripple. 



Luo Jian escorted Feng Ping again. Yang Rui looked at Ye Yuan with an apologetic look and said, “Young 

Friend Ye Yuan, this time, I’ve made you suffer a shock! I didn’t expect that my Myriad Treasure Tower 

actually produced a traitor. This was Yang’s oversight, nearly causing a great disaster! This Yang 

apologizes to Young Friend Ye Yuan here.” 

At this point, Yang Rui would not think that Ye Yuan was still that cripple who needed to seek help from 

the Myriad Treasure Tower anymore. 

Being able to annihilate the Wang Family’s three great elders, no matter what kind of trump card Ye 

Yuan had, he very likely already had means to protect himself. 

This trump card could even pose a threat to Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm powerhouse! 

Ye Yuan cupped his fists and said, “Tower Lord’s words regard me too much as an outsider! This matter 

was all Feng Ping’s fault, what has it got to do with Tower Lord? To really say sorry, that should also this 

Ye saying that. If not for this Ye, the Myriad Treasure Tower would not have gone so far as to have such 

a matter happen as well.” 

Yang Rui waved his hand and said, “Young Friend, you don’t need to be like this. Feng Ping has always 

been the Myriad Treasure Tower’s chief alchemist, with a high position and heavy authority. Hence, his 

nature was not exposed as well. Even without you, he’ll be a hidden danger of the Myriad Treasure 

Tower eventually, with us not knowing when he’ll erupt!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Then I’ll have to thank Tower Lord very much! Tower Lord’s grace towards this 

Ye is as weighty as a mountain. This Ye has no other strengths, only alchemy is passable. How about this, 

I’ll refine a batch of divine-grade medicinal pills. Tower Lord can use this as a gimmick and attract 

Jewelhill City’s martial artists.” 

Yang Rui was overjoyed the moment he heard and said with a laugh, “Then I’ll have to trouble Young 

Friend!” 

Talking with smart people was effortless. Feng Ping being a cripple, Yang Rui still had to report this 

matter to upstairs, and request upstairs to send an alchemist over again. 

In this period, he would naturally need Ye Yuan to take charge of the overall situation. 

Actually, even if upstairs sent a Two-star Alchemy God over, he would not be as effective as Ye Yuan 

either. 

Could Two-star Alchemy Gods refine divine-grade medicinal pills? 

After all, Jewelhill City this kind of county, Grotto Profound Deity Realm martial artists and mortals were 

the population. 

… 

In the following period of time, Jewelhill City entered a relatively peaceful period. 

Outside of expectations, the Wang Family maintained great restraint after sustaining such heavy losses. 

As for the Myriad Treasure Tower, they ushered in a period of rapid development. 



The rolling out of divine-grade medicinal pills raised Jewelhill City’s Myriad Treasure Tower’s reputation 

to the highest level. 

Of course, divine-grade medicinal pills were not what ordinary people could afford to consume. Even if it 

was the lowest-level Tier 1 low-grade divine pill. 

But this did not hinder the rise of the Myriad Treasure Tower’s reputation! 

This period of time, the Myriad Treasure Tower’s business virtually skyrocketed, snatching away more 

than half of the three great families’ business all at once. 

The Myriad Treasure Tower’s glory was unparalleled. 

While Ye Yuan himself entered closed-seclusion after preparing sufficient quantities of medicinal pills. 

His cultivation had already stagnated for very long. Previously, there was always no time to increase 

cultivation. Now that all of the dangers were already resolved, he could finally settle down and think 

about the direction of his cultivation in the days to come. 

“Boy, you have to think clearly! Comprehending heaven and earth laws on the World Suppressing Stele 

and creating a cultivation method that belongs to yourself, this is a prolonged process! Maybe, you can 

comprehend a heaven-defying cultivation method, maybe … you’ll waste massive amounts of time!” 

Inside the World Suppressing Stele, Dustless was doing his final urging. 

After all, the cultivation method that Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove left behind was already very 

heaven-defying. It could be cultivated all the way to peak Empyrean. 

This was a shortcut, but Ye Yuan refused to take it and insisted on taking a path of no return. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze was firm as he said, “Senior, you don’t need to persuade me anymore! I said before back 

when we were at the Immortal Grove Region, that I want to walk a path that belongs to me. No matter 

… how arduous this path is!” 

Dustless had been with Ye Yuan for a long time and had also figured out Ye Yuan’s temperament, and 

knew that saying anymore was useless. 

He could only let out a long sigh and said, “You, this fellow, just like to walk one path till the end! I want 

to see whether or not you can also be heaven-defying in martial arts!” 

Rumble … 

Inside the World Suppressing Stele’s space, an enormous mountain rose straight from the ground, 

charging straight to the clouds! 

Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted, a surge of unfathomable aura hit him head-on. 

It turned out that this was the World Suppressing Stele’s main body! 

“Ugh …” 

Ye Yuan could not resist using divine sense to probe this large mountain a little, but he was struck by a 

tremendous force, instantly making his divine soul sustain serious injuries. 



“You, this punk, really don’t know the immensity of heaven and earth! The Great Dao concepts 

contained in this Lesser Heavenspan Mountain are sufficient to exterminate Heavenly Emperor 

powerhouses, and you actually dared to offend it!” Dustless said. 
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Chapter 1337: Correspondence Point 

“Lesser Heavenspan Mountain?” Ye Yuan muttered. 

A surge of gentle breath pervaded around Ye Yuan. Very soon, the injuries that his divine soul suffered 

became much better. 

Ye Yuan had obtained the World Suppressing Stele for a long time and had yet to see before this 

appearance. 

When he faced this Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, it was like when he was still at the Immortal Grove 

World facing Heavenly Dao, that sort of feeling. 

Vast like the ocean, elusive and intangible! 

“This Lesser Heavenspan Mountain is the World Suppressing Stele’s main body, holding in store Great 

Dao! Even a Heavenly Emperor won’t dare to investigate it like you either. But you actually dared to 

profane Heaven’s prestige!” Dustless said. 

Ye Yuan palpitated with anxiety and fear when he heard that. The rock brought down from the 

Heavenspan Mountain was indeed extraordinary! 

“Since that’s the case, why did you remind me earlier?” Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and said. 

“How would I know that you, brat, are so reckless. I was just about to warn you, but you had already 

made a move!” Dustless also said crossly. 

Ye Yuan smiled embarrassedly and stopped talking. 

He saw that this Lesser Heavenspan Mountain was extraordinary just now and sent out his divine sense 

at the behest of supernatural powers, wanting to investigate it, but did not know that it was actually so 

dangerous. 

Seeing Ye Yuan shut up, Dustless continued, “The Lesser Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove can only 

be for visualizing comprehensions, so one mustn’t use divine sense to investigate it. This Lesser 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove is unfathomable. With Immortal Grove’s realm, he’s also unable to 

pry into one ten-thousandth of it! He guessed that this Lesser Heavenspan Mountain might very likely be 

a supreme treasure inoculated by the Heavenspan Mountain, containing this portion of Heavenly Dao’s 

might. It’s just a shame that Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove did not break through to Heavenly 

Emperor Realm. Otherwise, he should be able to pry into a trace of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain’s 

secrets.” 

Ye Yuan’s jaw dropped, and he exclaimed in shock, “This Lesser Heavenspan Mountain’s background is 

so great? If I fully comprehend the Heavenly Dao contained inside the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, 

would I be able to reach the realm of Dao Ancestor?” 
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Dustless smiled coldly and said, “Heh, you’re dreaming! Do you think that this Heavenly Dao is so easy to 

comprehend? Put away that unrealistic thought of yours! For you to visualize this Lesser Heavenspan 

Mountain, being able to fully comprehend the first level cultivation method within 5000 years is already 

very impressive.” 

The cultivation of Deity Realm powerhouses was easily in the units of ten thousand years. 

Over 5000 years, that was really not considered a long time. 

Dustless’s words were already regarding Ye Yuan highly. 

He knew that when Ye Yuan was at the Immortal Grove World, he entered Dao with alchemy, and even 

triggered the resonance of Great Dao. 

But in martial arts, he did not believe that Ye Yuan still had this kind of heaven-defying talent. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Got it, Senior. I’ll be starting now. If the outside world has any activities, wake 

me up in time.” 

Dustless nodded his head and disappeared. 

Ye Yuan looked at the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain ahead and murmured under his breath, “Lesser 

Heavenspan Mountain ... already has such power. I wonder how terrifying the real Heavenspan 

Mountain is! Could it be that even Dao Ancestor, that level of realm, all have to comprehend Dao on the 

Heavenspan Mountain?!” 

Ye Yuan discovered that this World Suppressing Stele was really a heaven-defying treasure. 

Disregarding that its potential was limitless, for others to want to go to the Heavenspan Mountain to 

comprehend Great Dao, they must arrive at the Heavenspan Mountain in person. 

But, as long as he possessed this Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, it was equivalent to Ye Yuan carrying 

along a Heavenly Dao by his side, able to comprehend at any time. 

This kind of advantage, probably if anyone knew about it, they would all be envious to the extreme, 

right? 

Maybe even Dao Ancestors would be moved too! 

Then Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang sending Kanuo into the Immortal Grove World, maybe the objective 

was precisely it. 

It was just that Ye Yuan felt that Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang probably only suspected and did not know 

the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain’s true face. 

Otherwise, he probably would not send a puny little Kanuo over. 

This kind of heaven-defying treasure, he would absolutely make a move personally! 

His thoughts arriving here, Ye Yuan was secretly alarmed too. 

The treasures on him were more heaven-defying one after another. In the future, better be a little more 

careful, and he mustn’t spill the beans. Otherwise, the consequences were too ghastly to imagine. 



Especially this Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, once exposed, what he would have to face would likely be 

the entire Heavenspan World’s pursuit. 

Ye Yuan abandoned all distracting thoughts and started visualizing the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

This Lesser Heavenspan Mountain was indeed a heaven-defying treasure. But how much one was able 

to comprehend still had to depend on the martial artist’s comprehension abilities. 

Those with poor comprehension abilities, even if they obtained the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, it was 

no use either; their accomplishments limited. 

But even if one’s talent was any better, they also had to accumulate little by little. 

Ordinary martial artists relying solely on comprehension, they might not be able to break through to 

Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm all their life. 

With the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, this process was bound to be shortened by several times. 

Even if one was any dumber, cultivating to Origin Deity Realm was not a problem too. 

However, what Ye Yuan wanted to comprehend was not just Heavenly Dao, but comprehending a set of 

cultivation methods that belonged to himself from the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

This difficulty was immense. 

Put on some people, they might never be able to complete it all their lives. 

The cultivation method that Ye Yuan wanted to comprehend was a complete cultivation system. 

He needed to comprehend Heavenly Dao while perfecting the cultivation method, all the way until this 

cultivation method did not have the slightest flaw, could he start cultivating. 

With Ye Yuan’s current realm, he would definitely be unable to immediately complete a set of 

cultivation methods. 

What he could do now was create the first level of the cultivation method, so as to ensure that he could 

cultivate to grand completion Grotto Profound. 

In addition, he even had to leave behind scalability for the second level cultivation method, laying down 

the foundation for him to create the cultivation method in the future. 

This process did not allow the slightest bit of errors. 

Using a word to describe, it was hard! 

As hard as ascending to the heavens! 

Therefore, that was why Dustless would become angry and disappointed. 

Moreover, creating whatever rank of cultivation method completely depended on the individual’s 

comprehension ability. 



Those with high comprehension ability could create very heaven-defying cultivation methods; those 

with low comprehension ability, the cultivation method created might be hard to continue when 

cultivated to Origin Deity Realm. 

Hence, there was a possibility that Ye Yuan doing so would gain less than what was lost. 

Dustless did not feel that Ye Yuan could create a more powerful cultivation method than Heavenly 

Empyrean Immortal Grove. 

After all, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s cultivation method could be cultivated to Transcendent 

Heavenly Emperor Realm! 

No matter how powerful, how formidable could it be? 

Except, Ye Yuan refused to believe in heresy! 

To Ye Yuan, rather than pinning his hopes on a Dao Ancestor helping, it was better to realize it through 

his own efforts! 

He did not like that feeling of fate being grasped in the hands of others! 

Of course, Ye Yuan’s ambitions were very big. But when he really started visualizing, Ye Yuan discovered 

that this was really very hard. 

Great Dao was boundless! 

When Ye Yuan started visualizing, he felt like he was seemingly situated in an endless wilderness plain, 

unable to find the direction at all. 

In front of Heavenly Dao, he, this Deity Realm powerhouse, did not even count as an ant. 

Time passed day by day. Ye Yuan attempted many methods but was unable to find the entry point. 

Ye Yuan knew that wanting to find his own path, he must first find a correspondence point with 

Heavenly Dao. 

Just like reeling silk from cocoons, without this correspondence point, Ye Yuan would forever not enter 

the door. 

It was just that talk was cheap, but doing it was as hard as ascending to heaven! 

Leaves fell without knowing autumn. In a blink, Ye Yuan spent ten year’s time inside the World 

Suppressing Stele’s space. 

In ten years, Ye Yuan attempted countless ways but was still unable to find this correspondence point. 

This result involuntarily made him somewhat discouraged. 

“Heh, know how foolish you are, right? This path of yours can’t work! Moreover, you can afford to wait, 

but can that little lass afford to wait?” 

By Ye Yuan’s ear, came Dustless’s mocking. 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1338: Wang Family’s Main Family Arriving 

“Wang Family’s branch, Wang Yuxiang, has seen Sir Su and Elder Xuan!” 

In the Wang Family’s hall, an old man and a youth were currently sitting in the middle. 

Even Wang Yuxiang, this Wang Family’s leader, could only stand in the hall. 

Wang Lingbo was even only able to stand behind Wang Yuxiang and did not even have the qualifications 

to speak. 

Sir Su, who was sitting on the seat of honor, had a high and mighty appearance. Clearly, he did not place 

Wang Yuxiang in his sights. 

“Wang Yuxiang, your Jewelhill’s branch’s recent performance has made the main family very 

disappointed! A Wang Family of such a size was actually almost pulled up by the roots by someone!” 

Wang Su said carelessly. 

On the right-hand seats, cold sweat poured profusely on their foreheads when Wang Yuxiang and Wang 

Lingbo heard these words. 

Jewelhill City’s Wang Family was merely a branch of the Wang Family. 

The Wang Family’s main family was in Brightraise City. 

The Heavenspan World did not have a number of messy forces. There was only one city after another. 

Heavenspan World’s cities were divided into a total of five ranks, namely, counties, capital cities, 

imperial cities, imperial capital, and great imperial capital. 

Counties were the lowest-level cities. It was the city where powerhouses managed low-level martial 

artists and mortals. The numbers were abundant. 

Reaching capital city this level, it was not what the average person could enter. 

Mortals were absolutely barred from entering capital cities! 

Even Deity Realm powerhouses had to meet certain conditions too, before they had the qualifications to 

enter a capital city. 

The administrator of capital cities were at least all Divine Lord Realm and above. 

Jewelhill City and Brightraise City were both counties, both belonging to Wu Meng Capital City. 

It was just that Jewelhill City was a part of the very weak counties, while Brightraise City belonged to the 

stronger counties. 

Three years’ time had already passed since the Wang Family’s three great elders were killed by Ye Yuan. 

In these three years, Jewelhill City’s Wang Family was extremely low-key, drawing back all businesses, 

waiting for this day. 
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Wang Yuxiang made a trip to the Yin Wind Den, angering him until he billowed smoke from all seven 

orifices. 

After a little inquiry, he learned that the Wang Family’s three great elders were all annihilated already. 

The news that Feng Ping brought was utter rubbish. 

But Wang Yuxiang very quickly realized the seriousness of the problem. Being able to wipe out all of the 

Wang Family’s elites, regardless of what methods Ye Yuan used, it could not be underestimated. 

Furthermore, the Wang Family already suffered a great loss in vitality. They were already strong in will 

but lacking in strength to fight with the other families. 

His thought reaching here, Wang Yuxiang decided to endure the humiliation and bear the burden, 

informing Brightraise City’s Wang Family’s main family about the matter on this side. 

Jewelhill City’s Wang Family would have to pay large amounts of benefits as tribute to the main family at 

Brightraise City. What they were afraid of was the arrival of this day. 

Three years had passed, the Wang Family’s main family finally sent Wang Su and Wang Xuanfeng here. 

This Wang Su was an outstanding member of the Wang Family’s younger generation. He was less than 

500 years old and already a grand completion Grotto Profound level expert. 

Wang Xuanfeng was even more remarkable. Not only was he a martial arts expert, but he was also even 

a Two-star Alchemy God! 

Although the strong reigned supreme in the martial arts world, business was business, everyone had to 

observe the most basic rules of the game. 

Jewelhill City’s four great factions were originally balanced in strength. The Wang Family was the 

strongest, the Lu and Lin two families followed, the Myriad Treasure Tower the weakest. 

Now, the Myriad Treasure Tower rose domineeringly with divine-grade medicinal pills. For the Wang 

Family to want to make a comeback, they had to use business methods. 

Once martial strength got involved, the City Lord Manor would inevitably have to intervene. 

Although the Wang Family’s strength was even greater than Jewelhill City’s City Lord Manor, what the 

City Lord Manor represented was Wu Meng Capital City and could not be offended. 

“Sir Su, the fault of the matter this time doesn’t lie with the Wang Family! That guest alchemist of the 

Myriad Treasure Tower is really freakish to the max. We were caught off-guard too.” Wang Yuxiang said. 

Although his realm was higher than Wang Su’s, he did not dare to offend him. 

This was a junior that the main family placed emphasis on grooming. His future accomplishments were 

limitless. 

“Heh, an initial-stage Grotto Profound turned your Jewelhill City branch upside-down, you guys are 

really promising! Don’t failures always like to give excuses like that?” Wang Su said with a cold smile. 

What you heard may be false, but what you saw was true. 



Wang Su was naturally aware of the news that Wang Yuxiang reported. But in his view, this was Jewelhill 

City’s Wang Family being incapable, and not that their adversary was very powerful. 

All these information were mere excuses. 

Wang Yuxiang did not dare to refute and said to Wang Lingbo, “Lingbo, present the thing and let Sir Su 

and Elder Xuan take a look.” 

Wang Lingbo handed over two boxes respectfully. Wang Su carelessly received it and gave a glance, his 

gaze was still just disdain. 

“Divine-grade Divine Essence Pill? Heh heh, what does lowest-grade Tier 1 low-grade divine pill count 

for? Don’t you say so, Elder Xuan?” Wang Su said with a laugh. 

Elder Xuan, who had been silent all along, smiled when he heard this and said, “Oh, Yuxiang, just a mere 

Tier 1 low-grade divine pill, it’s nothing at all! With this old man around, his Myriad Treasure Tower has 

to coil even if it’s a dragon too! Additionally, when I came, the head elder told me, Jewelhill City’s 

branch family has been conscientious and earnest these few years, and have made great contributions 

for the main family. Head Elder specially permitted for Jewelhill City’s branch family to pick three elite 

disciples to enter the main family’s Soaring Dragon Pavilion.” 

Wang Xuanfeng’s words made Wang Yuxiang and Wang Lingbo tremble all over, their faces revealing a 

look of wild ecstasy. 

The Soaring Dragon Pavilion was the place where the main family specially fostered elite disciples. 

Upon entering the Soaring Dragon pavilion, one’s future accomplishments would be limitless. 

The Wang Family suffered heavy losses this time. But being able to let elite disciples enter the Soaring 

Dragon Pavilion was also considered to have gotten a blessing in disguise. 

“Thank you very much, Sir Su, Elder Xuan! Thank you very much, Head Elder!” Wang Yuxiang said 

agitatedly. 

Wang Xuanfeng smiled and said, “With this, Yuxiang, you don’t have worries about attacks from the rear 

anymore, right? These few years, Wang Su and I will be staying here. You guys put in more effort and 

squeeze the Myriad Treasure Tower out of Jewelhill City, this is the main point.” 

Wang Yuxiang’s gaze turned intent, and he hurriedly said, “Rest assured, Elder Xuan, Jewelhill City’s 

branch family will definitely cooperate fully with the main family!” 

Wang Yuxiang realized that the main family was finally going to seize this chance and make a move 

against the Myriad Treasure Tower! 

... 

Ten years, Ye Yuan did not obtain the slightest bit of progress. 

Rather, Dustless mocked beside his ear non-stop. 

“Kid, give up. You only spent a year’s time, you still have time to turn back now.” 



But Ye Yuan shook his head stubbornly and said, “Senior, you and I have been together for a long time. 

You should understand my temperament a little already. I won’t give up.” 

Dustless said crossly, “Boy, I acknowledge that your alchemy talent is exceedingly strong, but this 

Martial Dao cultivation method is a completely different matter from Alchemy Dao!” 

Ye Yuan suddenly trembled all over, his face revealing a look of wild elation. Slapping his head, he said, 

“Yeah! Why am I so stupid! Giving up a ready-made road and not walking, only caring about taking the 

roundabout way!” 

Dustless froze, clueless why Ye Yuan was so excited without rhyme or reason. 

“You kid, what did you think of again?” Dustless said in puzzlement. 

Ye Yuan said excitedly, “Since it’s creating a cultivation method that belongs to me, then it should be the 

cultivation method most suitable for me! Don’t you agree, Senior?” 

Dustless nodded woodenly and said, “That is, of course! 

“Then, Senior, what’s my strongest path?” Ye Yuan continued. 

Dustless said, “Naturally, Alchemy Dao! En? You want to use Alchemy Dao as the correspondence point 

and create a cultivation method? This ... This is also too ridiculous, right? Then the cultivation method 

created is specifically used to refine pills?” 

Ye Yuan chuckled but did not say anything, stifling Dustless badly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1339: Above the Heavenspan Mountain! 

In front of Ye Yuan were divine rank spirit medicines piled like a mountain. 

When refining the One-star Heavenly Mark Pill back then, it was a focused practice. 

All of the medicinal pills he refined was all for the sake of finally refining the One-star Heavenly Mark 

Pill. 

And now, Ye Yuan was going to cultivate initial-rank One-star Alchemy God to the limits! 

In this aspect, the Myriad Treasure Tower’s powerful supply system became apparent. 

Under Ye Yuan’s request, Yang Rui found a lot of very obscure divine rank spirit medicines. 

Now, the spirit medicines piled in front of him were as many as several thousand kinds. 

Of course, this was not all of Heavenspan World’s Tier 1 divine rank spirit medicine type. 

Ye Yuan also did not require all Tier 1 divine rank spirit medicines. He only needed an opportunity, an 

opportunity to comprehend Heavenly Dao! 

After the first decade, Ye Yuan started a long process of comprehending Alchemy Dao. 

Every kind of spirit medicines, he would experience it diligently, comprehending their medicinal 

properties. 
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This task, Ye Yuan had once done before in the Immortal Grove World. Doing it now was not unfamiliar. 

It was just that the difficulty increased countless times. 

Time passed inside the World Suppressing Stele, in a blink, 120 years passed. 

In these 120 years, Ye Yuan finally fully comprehended the several thousand kinds of spirit medicines’ 

medicinal properties. 

Ye Yuan’s path of alchemy was summed up into just five words: A solid foundation, diligent practice! 

Expending 120 years and pouring all of their heart and soul into comprehending medicinal properties, 

this was an exceedingly dreary thing to others. 

Even for alchemists, not many were able to withstand such loneliness either. 

Ye Yuan could! 

These 120 years laid down Ye Yuan’s foundation of refining divine pills very solidly. 

After 120 years, Ye Yuan finally started refining pills. 

He refined pills differently from others; he was doing it carefree and unrestrained, and not rigidly bound 

to pill formulas. 

There were successes, there were failures. 

This kind of incomparably dreary life, Ye Yuan consumed it pleasantly as if taking sugarplums. 

Spring went and autumn arrived, summer left and winter came. Time passed year after year. 

Finally, one day, a hint of insight flashed across in Ye Yuan’s mind. This trace of understanding was like a 

bolt of lightning that tore across the sky. 

Hence, he put down the pill refining and started visualizing the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain in front of 

him! 

The Lesser Heavenspan Mountain that had no activities all along emitted a blinding light at this time. 

These lights were resplendent with a myriad of colors, beautiful and magnificent. 

Ye Yuan, who was inside of it, was akin to have fallen into a wonderland. 

He finally knocked open this door using Alchemy Dao! 

However, this was just the first step to Ye Yuan. He did not want to create a cultivation method used for 

refining pills. 

All along, Ye Yuan cultivated all sorts of cultivation methods, martial techniques. They started rolling 

around in his mind non-stop. 

Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art, Tyrant Dragon Regeneration Art, Evil Extermination Sword Formula, 

Nine Characters True Word Formula ... 

The current Ye Yuan was just like cooking a delicious dish. 



These cultivation methods and martial techniques were the ingredients, while the Lesser Heavenspan 

Mountain was a large pot. 

Ye Yuan was immersed inside, completely forgetting the time. 

No idea how long had passed either, the elementary form of a cultivation method gradually formed in 

Ye Yuan’s mind. 

Ye Yuan revised it continuously, perfecting, then revising again and perfecting again. 

... 

At this moment, at the center of the Heavenspan World, all martial artists’ holy land —- Heavenspan 

Mountain, it suddenly became incomparably berserk. 

A tsunami-like spiritual energy flooded down from the top of the Heavenspan Mountain. 

This wave of spiritual energy was too boundless, unable to absorb at all. 

The tremendous impact force directly sent the powerhouses currently comprehending Dao on the 

Heavenspan Mountain flying, miserable cries lingering on incessantly in the air. 

No matter how powerful their strength was! 

This was the true heaven and earth’s might, not what human power could contend with at all. 

An incomparably gorgeous afterglow light halo wrapped around the entire Heavenspan Mountain, 

making the originally mysterious Heavenspan Mountain become even more unfathomable. 

After several breaths, the Heavenspan Mountain was already devoid of people. 

“This ... What happened to the Heavenspan Mountain?” 

“Who the hell knows what happened? Ouch, your father cultivated to the True God Realm and has 

never fallen so badly before!” 

“Truly inconceivable! I’ve never seen before that the Heavenspan Mountain would actually give off such 

a terrifying Heaven’s prestige!” 

... 

Below the Heavenspan Mountain, numerous groups of martial artists had fallen into a disorderly mess, 

looking very wretched. 

But what they were even more astonished at was why the Heavenspan Mountain had such a change 

appear. 

“Not good! The spiritual energy is flooding down! Quick, run!” 

Suddenly, someone gave a shout. Everyone all kicked off the ground and sprinted wildly. 

This incomparably majestic spiritual energy descended from the sky like an avalanche. Once buried 

within the spiritual energy, they would lose a layer of skin even if they did not die. 



They had never seen before such terrifying spiritual energy! 

Rumble ... ! 

The spiritual energy hit the ground, gave off a massive rumble, and rippled out into the distance. 

“H-Hahaha, I’m going to break through! I’ve been stuck at the bottleneck for several tens of thousands 

of years already. This time, I’m finally going to break through!” 

“I’m going to break through too! Hahaha ...” 

“Didn’t expect that there will come a day when I break through to True God too! Hahaha ...” 

... 

After the spiritual energy landed, it finally became thinner. 

Under the impact of this majestic spiritual energy, the martial artists cultivating on the Heavenspan 

Mountain obtained a blessing in disguise. Quite a number of people break through the bottleneck. 

Those who did not break through the bottleneck, their power also increased by a great deal. 

“Not good! Can’t break through now! Another wave of spiritual energy is rushing down!” right at this 

time, somebody shouted again. 

It was only to see on top of the Heavenspan Mountain, the nearly materialized spiritual energy poured 

down like an avalanche once more. 

... 

At this time, above the void where everyone could not see, several voices were communicating 

something. 

“Life, among the few of us, you lived the longest. Can you tell us what on earth is going on?” a deep 

voice said. 

“Don’t know! Since this old man attained Dao, I’ve never seen before such a violent Heavenspan 

Mountain!” an aged voice said. 

The moment these words came out, everyone fell silent once more. 

Suddenly, someone said, “Hang on, the feeling that the Heavenspan Mountain gives me this time ... is 

like it’s celebrating something!” 

“Celebrating? Haha, Thunder Ancestor, are you joking? The Heavenspan Mountain is a dead object. 

Even though it contains the might of Heavenly Dao, how can it be possible to have human 

emotions? Hahaha ... this old man has no choice but to be in awe of your wild fantasies!” retorted 

another person immediately. 

At this time, Dao Ancestor Life suddenly opened his mouth again and said, “I feel that what Thunder 

Ancestor said makes some sense! You all look. This is the third wave of spiritual energy avalanche 

already! Once such boundless spiritual energy spreads out, who knows how many people will benefit 

and break through! The feeling that this gives me ... is like benefiting all life!” 



Dao Ancestor Life’s words made everyone fall silent once more. 

“But ... even if it’s as you said, even you haven’t seen the Heavenspan Mountain like this before. Why 

would it suddenly become like this?” someone else questioned. 

Dao Ancestor Life slowly said, “That’s because the Heavenspan Mountain has never encountered 

somebody or something that’s worthy of it doing so! However ... apart from the few of us, who else is 

worthy of it doing so?” 

Another round of silence. 

After a long time, Dao Ancestor Life raised his head up and gave a long sigh, and he said, “Heavenspan 

Mountain, oh Heavenspan Mountain, just what kind of existence are you? Just what is there above the 

mountain summit?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1340: Chaos Heavenspan Canon! 

“What ... What happened? I feel like ... I’m almost unable to breathe!” 

“What’s the deal with this huge mountain? Why would such a giant mountain appear in the sky above 

Jewelhill City?” 

“What terrifying pressure! I ... I almost can’t resist kneeling down anymore!” 

“It’s the Heavenspan Mountain! This giant mountain is very similar to the Heavenspan Mountain! My 

God, what in the world is happening to Jewelhill City?” 

“It ... It wouldn’t fall down, right? If such a large mountain were to drop down, the entire Jewelhill City 

would probably be reduced to dust!” 

... 

Just as the entire Heavenspan Mountain was in chaos, when the Dao Ancestors were forced out of the 

Heavenspan Mountain, the whole Jewelhill City was similarly in a mess. 

Above Jewelhill City, an enormous mountain appeared bafflingly. 

That pressure faintly contained the might of Heavenly Dao, making everyone prostrate in worship. 

Not just Jewelhill City, the entire Wu Meng Capital City’s region, everyone was able to see this giant 

mountain. 

It was too big! 

Boundlessly huge! 

“Elder Xuan, let’s hurry up and leave Jewelhill City! Once this giant mountain falls, none of us can 

escape!” Wang Family, Wang Su’s expression changed drastically as he said. 

In close to 30 years’ time, Wang Su and Wang Xuanfeng had always stayed in the Wang Family, causing 

immense pressure for the Myriad Treasure Tower. 
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It was just that seeing that towering Heavenspan Mountain in the sky, he seriously could not sit still 

anymore. 

The pressure that giant mountain brought made his two legs tremble. 

Wang Xuanfeng also looked incredibly grim as he said, “Let’s go! Looks like this Jewelhill City can’t be 

preserved!” 

After the two people conversed, they sped outside the city without even saying hello. 

Actually, it was not just them. The entire Jewelhill City’s martial artists were all fleeing outside the city. 

Currently, the city entrance was already blocked until not even a drop of water could seep through, all 

scrambling one after another. 

Even the city guards could not do anything about them either. 

Actually, there were quite a few city guards who also joined the ranks of escaping. 

That pressure in the sky was seriously too horrifying! 

How could the might of heaven and earth be what human strength could resist? 

At the Myriad Treasure Tower, Su Linpu and Yang Rui were similarly looking at that giant mountain in 

the sky, their expressions flickering incessantly. 

“Tower Lord, aren’t we going?” Su Linpu said. 

Yang Rui smiled bitterly and said, “Go? Can we leave? No matter how fast our movement techniques 

are, we can’t possibly escape either!” 

“What in the world is going on? Why is it Jewelhill City?” Su Linpu said with a belly full of puzzlement. 

“Sigh, yeah! The Heavenspan World has countless cities, why would it appear at Jewelhill City? Could it 

be that ... the entire Heavenspan Mountain flew to Jewelhill City? But how is this possible?” Yang Rui 

muttered. 

... 

In a twinkle, 30 years passed in the outside world. Ye Yuan spent 300 years inside the World Suppressing 

Stele. 

However, right when the entire Heavenspan World was raging like a storm, Ye Yuan slowly opened both 

eyes. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes revealed rays of brilliant light, his entire person in a state of extreme excitement. 

His current state was excellent to the extreme. 

Opposite, the Dustless in gray clothes stared fixedly at Ye Yuan. 

Seeing him meet his eyes, he used an extremely peculiar expression and asked probingly, “You, kid, 

what the hell did you do?” 



With the cultivation method forming, Ye Yuan was currently excited. Seeing Dustless inquire, he said 

with a blank look, “Did what? Senior, haven’t you been watching all along? I was creating a cultivation 

method that belongs to me!” 

Dustless himself was also in a state of dumbfoundedness. He was certain that the terrifying happenings 

in the outside world were absolutely related to Ye Yuan! 

It was just that he did not understand what the hell Ye Yuan did, to actually be able to trigger such a 

terrifying heaven and earth abnormal activity. 

“Do you know that right now, Jewelhill City is already in chaos? The Heavenspan Mountain actually 

appeared above Jewelhill City’s sky!’ Dustless said in immense shock. 

“En? Heavenspan Mountain?” 

Ye Yuan currently had a blank look when suddenly, the mountains shook and the earth trembled! 

The Heavenspan Mountain above Jewelhill City finally slowly landed! 

Rumble ... 

A boundless pressure made the entire world changed colors. 

The grand array over Jewelhill City was akin to paper under the Heavenspan Mountain. 

“ARGHH!!” 

In Jewelhill City, tragic cries linked up together. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed, and he flashed out from inside the World Suppressing Stele’s space, his 

expression also becoming incomparably ugly. 

“Senior, what’s going on here?” Ye Yuan’s expression changed drastically as he talked. 

“You’re asking me? I’m asking you! Wasn’t this thing summoned by you?” Dustless said huffily. 

Ye Yuan was stunned when he heard that and said, “Me? No way, right?” 

“Hence I’m asking you, what the hell did you do, to actually trigger such a heavenly punishment!” 

Dustless’s voice was almost shrieking. 

He was very certain that this Heavenspan Mountain was summoned by Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan said depressedly, “I ... I don’t know either! I was really creating a cultivation method and just 

finished!” 

“Heh, asked you not to mess around, you insisted on doing it! Now, you blundered, right? I want to see 

how you take care of it!” Dustless said with an angry and disappointed appearance. 

Rumble! 

The Heavenspan Mountain obscured the sun. The area it covered was not just Jewelhill City, one small 

plot of land! 



Those people fleeing had no place to hide at all! 

In the midst of everyone’s despairing screams, the Heavenspan Mountain landed with a loud bang. 

However, it was not like everybody imagined. The end of the world did not arrive. 

That incomparably huge Heavenspan Mountain dissipated into nothing just like that. 

“This ... What’s going on again? Where’s that giant mountain?” 

“H-Haha, saved! I didn’t die! I didn’t die! Hahaha ...” 

“Where did that giant mountain go? My God, it was too scary just now!” 

... 

At this time, Jewelhill City was filled with rejoicing sounds of surviving the disaster. 

Except, Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, his figure flashing, returning inside the World Suppressing Stele’s 

space once more. 

That instant he saw the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, a feeling of being connected by blood welled up 

in his heart. 

He discovered that the bottom-most region of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, the color seemed to 

have become a little darker. 

“Senior, I feel like ... I seem to have refined a small portion of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain!” Ye 

Yuan used an extremely skeptical tone and said to Dustless. 

Dustless’ gaze turned intent, and he said doubtfully, “Brat, you mustn’t scare me! Immortal Grove 

obtained this Lesser Heavenspan Mountain for millions of years and also didn’t dare to say he refined 

it!” 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath, his mind stirring slightly. 

The massive Lesser Heavenspan Mountain was becoming small at a speed visible to the naked eye, and 

finally, being placed above the palm by Ye Yuan! 

Seeing this scene, Dustless’s eyeballs were almost popping out. 

Ye Yuan really refined it! 

“You ... How did you do it?” Dustless said in astonishment. 

Ye Yuan was speechless as he said, “I don’t know either! Senior, you don’t use this kind of expression to 

look at me, I really don’t know! I ... I just created the first level of the cultivation method, that’s all.” 

Dustless was similarly speechless and could not resist asking, “You ... Just what kind of could not resist 

did you create?” 

Ye Yuan said, “I haven’t thought of the name yet, but this cultivation method should be the most 

suitable for me! Uh ... This cultivation method originated from the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, so I’ll 

call it Chaos Heavenspan Canon!” 


